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Agenda

• Survey Team Update
• Vireo Update
• Systems Update
• Repositories and OR Update
• Q&A
Survey Team Update

- TDL Survey teams met in June
  - Services
  - TDL Organization
  - Marketing
- Questions mostly in
- Identify audiences for receipt
- Survey out end of the month
Vireo

• On target for September roll out
• Sprint reviews every two weeks managed by development team and VUG
• Will be reviewed by Harvard as an option
• Visited with Ohio ETD Association about OhioLink and ETD systems
Software and Systems

- Some Vireo issues at UT Austin, identified and resolved
- Bringing up a DSpace instance for RCN-CE3SAR at TAMU-CC
- Texas Tech
- UT Southwestern Medical to roll out Vireo in the fall
Repositories and OR 2012

• Ladd attended OR2012
  • Met with DuraSpace, Hydra & Blacklight, etc...
• We will be watching as new versions come out (skipping numbering to 3.0)
• TACC, TDL involved in planning for DPN
  • TAMU, UT involved as replicating nodes